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9 June 2021 

Re: Babergh District Council (Polstead Public Footpath No 35 (part) Public 

Path Diversion Order 2021 - Highways Act 1980 s.119 

Thank you for your letter of 18 May in reply to mine of 6 April. 

At an on-site meeting with you on 11 May 2021 it was possible to walk the length of 

the permissive footpath, past the barn conversion construction works on the NE side, 

which had been used until changed some time ago to follow a route over two stiles on 

the SW side of the barn. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Planning permission The proposed diversion exactly follows the route currently in 

place for health and safety reasons. You state that it is possible for Footpath 35 to 

remain on its existing alignment past the barn conversion and that the planning 

application for the diversion was considered on this basis. The architects' Landscape 

Appraisal Plan of 25 April 2019 states that the footpath route would remain unaltered 

and this was welcomed and relied upon by the officer of AONB and other organisations 

consulted when considering the application for planning permission to convert the barn 

to a dwelling. Why the change of intention when the applicants were fully aware of 

the impact of the conversion on the footpath from the outset? The application for a 

diversion order makes a mockery of this consultation and reassurance. I still consider 

the timing of the application curious, since one had been made in 2018 at the time of 

the previous barn conversion application and was subsequently withdrawn. 

I note the legal tests for a footpath diversion order under s.119 of the Highways Act 

1980. Under test (ii) the public right of way shown on the Definitive Map differs from 

the position of the fingerpost and what seems to have been a long-established 

entry/exit point from Shelley Road over a stile which was there at least from 1983, 

before the public inquiry and the addition of the indicated public right of way to the 

Definitive Map and accompanying statement. The registered public right of way 

diverges substantially from the permissive footpath which is the only one available to 

walkers as a hedge and fence prohibit access to the registered footpath. 

The proposed diverted footpath cuts through mature broadleaved woodland, in part of 

an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and which is notable for its spread of native 

bluebells, a protected species. A compacted gravel path rises and falls steeply 

through this stretch of bluebell woods and since 11 May that part of it which is 

immediately next to the conversion works has been completely cleared of bluebells 
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and vegetation, leaving an extensive bank of bare soil, which is not in keeping with the 

expressed desire of AONB to conserve the landscape under s.29 of the Act. It has 

adversely affected the character of this tranquil setting and walkers' enjoyment of it 

and does not enhance the landscape or conserve its natural beauty. This stretch is a 

longer and less convenient footpath than the level track past the barn conversion, 

where, I noted on 11 May, there is more than 1.5 metres on the NE side to permit this 

permissive route to pass to/from the end of the boardwalk. There is no reason why 

this cannot be reinstated: I object to the disruptive particular line of the proposed 

diversion through the woodland, especially since you say that it is possible for the 

footpath to remain on its existing alignment. 

 
The applicants give as a reason for the diversion their wish for privacy and security, 

but they were fully aware of the existence of what now turns out mostly to have been 

a permissive footpath certainly at the time of their arrival in 1997. The architects' plans 

show that there are utility rooms on the side nearest to the NE side and there is hardly 

likely to be a constant stream of walkers passing by. There are precedents for public 

rights of way next to other residents' houses in the village without any breaches of 

security and their privacy has been respected. 

 
I note that you are the only officer working on public path orders and I am not sure if 

you visited the site before the Order was made. Residents' lack of awareness of the 

diversion application before the Order was posted meant very few were conversant 

with it. The consultation with Polstead Parish Council was informal and the footpath 

identified as Footpath 35, rather than the Red Barn path under which it is widely known 

to locals and visitors alike because of its historical and scenic interest. The presence 

of a resident at the virtual Council meeting when the matter was discussed was not 

necessarily connected to the application. 

 
Form of order/description The boardwalk itself is almost 19 metres long, not 18 

metres as asserted in the description accompanying the Plan, which is misleading in 

showing the exact location of point A in relation to the pond, since the boardwalk 

passes close by its NE side from the point where the pond curves round, and then 

ends at a stile, where the path veers off along the pond enclosure towards the barn 

conversion. There is a maximum distance of a metre from the steps to the boardwalk. 

 
I can nowhere find any reference to the stile at point J in either the Notice of the Public 

Path Order of 12 February 2021, the accompanying description or schedule of the 

existing and new paths, although the fence is mentioned. The only place it occurs is 

in the Explanatory Statement that does not form part of the Order. 

 
Definitive Route and structures I note your comments about Suffolk County 

Council's responsibility for the Definitive Map and structures. I note that the 

Department for the Environment confirmed Footpath 35 on 24 August 1989, and the 

Rural District Council on 30 October 1989, so how the fingerpost, permissive path and 

the registered public right of way appear to have been confused and access to the 

latter blocked off by a fence is curious to say the least. Surely the whole purpose of 



formally recording legal public rights of way is to protect them? If, as the applicants 

assert, the public right of way follows an irregular route that part of the new one making 

a detour through the natural mature woodland is even more irregular. If it were to run 

between A, C and J, in other words the well-established permissive line, this is more 

direct and the woodland would be left totally undisturbed, which is what the AONB and 

other consulted organisations understood. 

 
I repeat that the applicants appear to have shown a singular lack of respect for the 

sensitivity of the landscape, its special appeal to walkers and their continued 

enjoyment of the footpath as a whole, and that I obJect to the proposed particular line 

through the woodland. 
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Sharon Berry (MSDC)

From:
Sent: 03 February 2022 11:43
To: Sharon Berry (MSDC)
Subject: Re: Babergh District Council (Polstead Footpath No 35(part)) Public Path Diversion 

Order 2021

 EXTERNAL EMAIL: Don't click any links or open attachments unless you trust the sender and know the 

content is safe. Click here for more information or help from Suffolk IT

Dear Sharon 

Many thanks for advising me about the situation concerning Polstead Footpath no 35 (part) and the fact that the 
objections to the Public Path Diversion Order 2021 will now be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate for 
determination. 

Yesterday I walked the entire route as it is now arranged and was very surprised to find that the E or SE elevation at 
the end of the completed barn conversion is dominated by a large picture window on the first floor containing a 
bed, and on the ground floor by what appear to be French windows.  As walkers climb the stile by the fingerpost at J 
on the Shelley road and begin the steep descent of the hill towards the conversion area, these two large glass 
features are clearly visible and certainly spoil enjoyment of this part of the walk.  These features are at odds with the 
applicants' purported desire for privacy in applying for a footpath diversion, and the contents of the bedroom are 
unavoidably visible for the entire descent from J to at least point H.  There are still 1.5 metres of ground clear of the 
long NE elevation to permit the original route prior to the Order to be restored rather than the diversion through 
the woodland.  The windows along this side of the dwelling are small, as indicated in my letter of 9 June.  I would 
like this to be noted when the matter is considered by the Inspectorate. 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to withdraw my objections.  In the light of the above and our previous 
correspondence, I wish my letter of 9 June 2021 to be submitted and those of 8 March and 6 April to be 
withdrawn.  On reading my letter of 9 June 2021, I have found a typing error on the first line in paragraph 4 on the 
second page:   it should read  'the boardwalk is almost 19 metres long, not 15 metres'.  Please may this be 
corrected? 

Best wishes 
 




